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• Who is this? 

• What was his 
theory?

• Who is this? 

• What did he do 
with Copernican 
theory?

Theory Works for Practice

What theory guides 
your teaching and 
learning of language?

Speedy Overview of Theories

1 – Communication Theory

We acquire language 
by communicating 
meaningful messages 
— with spoken and 
written input and 
output. 

2 – Input Theory

We acquire language 
by  understanding 
messages. 

(Krashen, 2001)

3 – Big Data Theory

❖ We statistically acquire language by exposure 
to big linguistic data. 
❖ (See Seidenberg, 2017)

3 – Big Data Theory

❖ How can our students get big data?  

❖ Study abroad 
❖ Big reading — When does reading get big?

4 – Output Theory

❖ We acquire language as we produce 
comprehensible output. 

❖ (Swain, 1985)

5 – Retrieval Theory

❖ We acquire language when we receptively and 
productively retrieve it. 
❖ (See Brown and McDaniel, 2014)

6 – Spacing Theory

❖ We acquire language when we repeatedly 
retrieve it in spaced intervals. 
❖ (See Brown and McDaniel, 2014)

7 – Interleaving Theory

❖ We acquire language when we interleave its 
retrieval.  
❖ (See Brown and McDaniel, 2014)

8 – Flow Theory

❖ We acquire language by understanding 
compelling messages that foster flow. 
❖ Flow: (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991). 
❖ Compelling Input: (Krashen & Bland, 2014). 

9 – Noticing Theory

❖ We acquire language as we consciously notice 
linguistic data in comprehensible input. 
❖ (Schmidt, 2001)

10 – Interaction Theory

❖ We acquire language by interaction, causing 
feedback, making input more comprehensible. 
❖ (Long,1983)



11 – Story-Centric Teaching Theory

❖ We acquire language by understanding and 
recounting stories.  
❖ (Poulshock, 2019)

Jonathan Gottschall - Story Defined

Character + 
Conflict + 

Attempted 
Extrication 

(C+C+AE = Story)

Meaning Focused Input

Meaning Focused Output

Fluency Development

Language Focus

The Four Strands? 
(Paul Nation, 2013)

STO
RY!

Theory - Definition - Framework

❖ What if we applied our theory of story-centric 
teaching, using our clear definition of story to 
EVERY strand of English teaching? 
❖ We could make story the appetizer, the main 

dish, or an essential spice in every lesson. 

Examples

❖ Storytelling with the Oxford Reading Tree 
❖ Start a Big Reading Program at your school 

❖ Story Gap Pairs -- The Rabbit 
❖ Story Stimuli in Grammar Lessons

The Rabbit - STORY GAP

A Traditional Story

John Jones

It happened near a small town in 
the south of England. John Jones 
walked through the woods. As he 
walked, he enjoyed the clean air, 
the good view, and the sounds of 
the woods. 

Question

What did John Jones 
enjoy in the woods?

The Field

He walked slowly in the woods. He 
looked up at the tall, green trees. 
Then he came to an open field full 
of colorful flowers. The colors were 
bright. He looked up, and he saw 
the deep, blue sky.



Question

What did he see in the 
field? 

Rabbit

Then John saw something moving. 
It was a big rabbit! He thought, "Oh 
my! If I catch the rabbit, I can sell 
it. With the money, I can buy pigs."

Question

What did John want to 
do with the rabbit?

Pigs

"The pigs will have babies, and I 
can sell them. I will make money. 
Then I can buy cows. The cows will 
have babies. I can sell the cows, 
and then I can buy a big house."

Question

What did John want to 
do with the pigs and 
cows?

The Wife

"I will be rich! Then I can marry 
Elisabeth Smith. We will have two 
strong boys. The boys will work for 
me. But my boys will not like 
work."

Question

What’s the problem 
with John’s boys?

The Boys

The Boys will sleep too much. I will 
have to wake them up in the 
mornings. Then John said in a big 
voice, "HEY BOYS! GET UP. IT’S 
TIME FOR WORK!"

The Twist at the End

Then all of a sudden, the rabbit in 
the field ran away. And as the 
rabbit ran, the dreams of John 
Jones ran away, too.

Question

What happened to 
John’s dreams? Just Pictures John Jones was 

walking…

He came to a field, and he saw… In the field, he saw. . . 

He thought… if I catch the rabbit, I 
can buy. . . 

… sell pigs… buy… 



… sell cows. . . buy… 

Then… Elizabeth Smith… 
… we will have… The boys will work, but. . . The boys will like to … 

Then John said, "HEY BOYS…

Then all of a sudden, the rabbit… 
And as the rabbit ran, the dreams… 

This is Sebastian. He is a big wave 
surfer. And... maybe he is crazy. 

A.What is he doing?  
B.He is surfing. 

A.What is he doing? 
B.He is flying.

A.What is she doing? 
B.She is jumping.

A.What are they doing? 
B.They are singing.

A.What is she doing? 
B.She is skating.

A.What are they doing? 
B.They are hugging.

A.What *** he *** ? 
B.*** *** fly***. 

A.What *** she ***? 
B.*** *** jump***.

A.What *** they ***? 
B.*** *** sing***. 



A.What ***? 
B.*** *** skat***. 

A.*** *** they ***? 
B.*** *** hugg***. 

A.What is he doing?  
B.He is surfing. 
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